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Future-proofing?Valuing Adaptability, Flexibility, Convertibility and Options: A Cross-Disciplinary Approach (Management in the Built Environment)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents a unifying approach to the valuation of incorporated flexibility. Flexibility, in general terms, recognizes future uncertainty and refers to being proactive now so as to secure the future possibility of being able to adapt, convert, or generally introduce a change, if it is worthwhile to do so at the time. That is,...
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A Guide To International Monetary Economics: Exchange Rate Theories, Systems And PoliciesEdward Elgar Publishing, 2005
When the Bretton Woods system of fi xed-but-adjustable exchange rates foundered in March 1973, exchange rates apparently went their own merry way, independent of differences in infl ation rates between countries or of the current account of the balance of payments. A decisive factor was that capital movements developed to such an extent that they...
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Pro PayPal E-Commerce (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro PayPal E-Commerce contains the most comprehensive collection of information on the latest PayPal technologies available. It takes the approach of PayPal as a digital money platform, and shows how it's a dynamic service that offers far more than just payment processing.
With its breadth of technologies and APIs, the PayPal platform...
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Web Security & Commerce (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1997
Attacks on government Web sites, break-ins at Internet service providers, electronic credit card fraud, invasion of
personal privacy by merchants as well as hackers - is this what the World Wide Web is really all about?

Web Security & Commerce cuts through the hype and the front page stories. It tells you what the real risks...
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PrestaShop 1.5 Beginner's Guide (Learn by Doing: Less Theory, More Results)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Build your own attractive online store with this fast and flexible e-commerce solution


	Overview

	
		Build a fully featured, attractive online shop with PrestaShop
	
		Add and customize your shop’s products
	
		Make more money by offering shipping and payment options to your...
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Create Your Own Website (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008

	Build a great personal or business website… absolutely no experience needed!


	 


	Why pay a professional web developer? If you can use a word processor, you can do it yourself! This package contains all the software, templates, and simple...
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Beginning Django E-CommerceApress, 2009
 Beginning Django E-Commerce will be the first book to guide you through producing an e-commerce site using Django, the most popular Python web development framework. Topics covered include how to make a shopping cart, a checkout, and a payment processor; how to make the most of Ajax; and search engine optimization best practices....
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV Financial ManagementPackt Publishing, 2013

	Delve deep into the world of financial management with Microsoft Dynamics NAV


	Overview

	
		Explore the features inside the sales and purchases areas as well as functionalities including payments, budgets, cash flow, fixed assets, and business intelligence
	
		Discover how the different aspects of...
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Essentials of Online payment Security and Fraud Prevention (Essentials Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Doing business online is no longer an oddity, but the norm, and
	companies desiring to remain competitive have to maintain
	some form of online presence. Doing business online means a
	company has to be able to efficiently, reliably, and securely take payments
	from consumers and other merchants. This book is written to
	provide the...
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Introducing Microsoft WebMatrixMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Your first look at the easy-to-use tools for building your own data-driven website

	
		Get a running start with Microsoft WebMatrix—the free, downloadable web development solution featuring all the tools you need for server-side programming. This practical book introduces the templates, helper libraries, and...
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Oracle Identity Management: Governance, Risk, and Compliance Architecture, Third EditionAuerbach Publications, 2008
An identity management system is defined as the management of the identity life cycle of entities (subjects or objects) during which the identity is established, described, and destroyed. What this definition fails to cover is the social, personal, and financial impact of the identity life cycle.

Before I joined Oracle as director of GRC...
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Managing Software Debt: Building for Inevitable ChangeAddison Wesley, 2010

	Shipping imperfect software is like going into debt. When you incur debt, the illusion of doing things faster can lead to exponential growth in the cost of maintaining software. Software debt takes five major forms: technical, quality, configuration management, design, and platform experience. In today’s rush to market, software debt is...
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